Lockdown Newsletter 4
A message from The Headteacher
This will be the penultimate edition of the Lockdown Newsletter. Following the government
announcement about the return to school, the focus will now shift to our plans for returning everybody to
onsite provision in a safe and coordinated way.
From Monday 8th March, year groups will come into school, receive a Lateral Flow Test and then come
into school full time on the following day. This will mean that by Friday, when the last year group are
tested, we will have the whole school back on site and in lessons (The year group tested on Friday 12th will
stay in school after their tests and access lessons).
The school day will run as it did before Christmas with the same timings and same staggered starts and
finishes for year groups.
It will be wonderful to get students and staff back together again and over the first few weeks we will be
focussing relentlessly on;
• Ensuring students attend confidently every day
• Getting back into routines in school and disruption free learning
• Consolidating learning completed during lockdown and during the beginning of the academic year
The only catering provided onsite before Easter will be provision for students receiving Free School Meals.
Onsite catering should then resume normally after Easter.
The week beginning the 8th will see most remote learning move to recorded content as teachers will form
part of the testing process within school and be required to staff the groups as they return to site.
Thank you to everyone for your support and positivity over the whole of this academic year, it will be
wonderful to see everyone again and get back to some semblance of normality.

Mr Tim Marston

Bradgate 6th form
This term sees us launching 'Project Future' with all Bradgate Sixth Form students as they begin thinking more
about their pathways after Bradgate Sixth Form.
Over the last couple of weeks students have taken part in the National Apprenticeship Week. This event
provided information to students about future apprentices and linked them to employers, giving the insights
they need to make well-informed decisions. Students had the opportunity to attend 5 live events each day
where organisations showcased the apprenticeship roles and courses they have to offer. This was a great way
for students to learn about the opportunities available across a range of sectors and included organisations
such as Amazon, PwC, Network Rail, IBM, Experian, NHS, Bentley and many more.
Next week students will take part in the National Careers Week which aims to support young people to start
exploring, spark their curiosity and build hope for their future by talking about careers during this week.
During this week students will:
- be given information on many careers from over 40 National organisations, including the Natwest Group
and NHS Health Careers who are supporting this event.
- have the opportunity to attend an online virtual careers fair https://ncw2021.co.uk/
- be able to access a short 'Believe' film, which has been created to support young people to imagine and
believe in their potential
- be able to watch the 'Hope' film . This features young people talking about their hopes and anxieties for the
future. Wellbeing advice and practical tips on managing feelings of stress is provided by GP and broadcaster
Dr Radha Modgil.
We will also be sending a Parent Guide to National Careers Week via email to all parents and carers of
Bradgate Sixth Form students.
Then in the following weeks we will be inviting universities and professional external providers to deliver
webinars on a range of subjects such as 'Student Finance', ‘Why choose university?’, ‘Apprenticeships’, ‘How
to write a CV’ and ‘How to research universities'.
B6 Growth Programme:
On Monday 22nd February we ran our first ever 'Talking Heads' session for Year 11 students who have
enrolled onto our B6 Growth Programme. This was a fantastic session and gave students a real insight into
the subjects they will be studying at A Level, the pathways they can lead onto as well as meeting subject
specialists. Our next 'Talking Heads' session will be on Monday 1st March and will feature over 10 different
subjects!
Mrs Katie Johnson, Head of Bradgate 6th form

Wellbeing
Digital Detox and Wellbeing Day - Friday 12th February
What a lovely way to end a pretty challenging half term! We all really appreciated being able to ditch our
screens and engage in something different to give our wellbeing a well-deserved boost. ☺
And thank-you to all the Year 11s who attended the session. It was brilliant to be able to listen to you directly,
hear what you had to say and offer reassurance and advice.
We can’t wait to have you all back, which shouldn’t be long at all now. ☺ Until then however, do continue to
look after your own wellbeing on purpose. Take some time each day to do something a bit different, that
soothes you and aim to stick to routines as best as you can. You’ve got this! ☺
WELLBEING CHALLENGE FOR THIS WEEK: Carry out at least 1 act of kindness for someone you care about. For
suggestions, click on the link below. ☺
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/coronavirus/acts-kindness-during-coronavirus-outbreak

Autumn Rogers Year 8 and
Harrison Rogers Year 7
really enjoyed their digital
detox day!

Careers and PD
This week’s assembly link is here, it focuses on being safe online:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjHZc9lFQTE
This terms PD topic is called Healthy Me and will include substance use and abuse, how to deal with stress
and how to be safe online.
Year 11 applications
Some year 11s have already had offers from colleges coming in, congratulations year 11!
If you do get an offer, could you make sure you accept your places please or you may miss out! If you have
applied through PS16 then please keep checking as there maybe updates to your application status there!
Please email Mrs Kyle at lkyle@roundhill.bepschools.org if you need help doing this or directly message on
Microsoft teams.
Health for teens
During Key Stage 3 Pd lessons this week, we are looking at the Health for Teens website where there is a
wealth of information available to you from dealing with stress and anxiety to questions about Covid 19 and
the vaccine. Please use this resource regardless of year group as it has some very helpful guidance.
Year 11 – Paul Hannaford
On the 12th February 2021, year 11 had the opportunity to speak to Paul Hannaford.
Paul is an ex gang member who was speaking about making positive choices as he has seen the effects when
the wrong choices are made. Over 80 of our year 11s attended this talk alongside a number of year 11s from
Wreake Valley Academy. It was very hard hitting and will hopefully have an impact on our young people.

On the school website, there is a wealth of resources for you to use. These include:
•

•

https://www.roundhill.leics.sch.uk/students/personal-development/ - this page of our school website allows
you to read up on what your son/daughter will be studying in Personal Development along with how we are
promoting British values.
https://www.roundhill.leics.sch.uk/students/ceiag-careers/#1598342433626-055f55ff-4d8c - this resource
allows you to search for different jobs and gives you instant access to the qualifications needed, salary within
the job and the Local Market Information.

Head of PD and Careers Lead – Laura Kyle. Email – lkyle@roundhill.bepschools.org

Careers and PD
From the 1st March, it is National Careers week. It coincides with World Book Day and Science week. The English
department have put together some exciting activities linked to careers as have the Science department, they will be on
their subject pages next week. Here is a timetable of other activities you can take part in during Careers week.
Date
•
Monday 1st
March 2021

•
•

•
Tuesday 2nd
March 2021

•

•
Wednesday
3rd March
2021

•
•

Thursday
4th March
2021
•

•
Friday 5th
March 2021
•

•

Activities available
Watch the National Careers week assembly that is relevant to you. There are separate ones for Key Stage
3 and Key Stage 4 and will kick the week off with a bang!!! https://nationalcareersweek.com/ncw-2021assemblies/
Watch the ‘Hope’ video focusing on careers information and how it can help you deal with your anxieties
- https://vimeo.com/393837020
Meet with staff from LJMU’s Astrophysics Research Institute and the National Schools Observatory to find
out about the work they do, the courses offered and careers available, as well as the support they can
offer to schools and young people. https://www.allaboutstem.co.uk/2021/01/national-careers-weekteach-meet-spotlight-on-the-national-schools-observatory-and-ljmus-astrophysics-research-institute/
2pm-2:30pm
Meet with staff from J J Smith Woodworking Machinery one of the premier suppliers of new and used
woodworking machinery in the UK. Their team offers in-depth knowledge and professional advice
covering all aspects of the woodworking industry and can assist potential buyers in selecting the correct
piece of equipment and specification to suit their particular production needs.
https://www.allaboutstem.co.uk/2021/02/national-careers-week-teach-meet-spotlight-on-j-j-smithwoodworking-machinery/
2pm
Take part in the ‘Design a T shirt competition - https://ncw2020.co.uk/activities/
Design an official t-shirt for National Careers Week 2021! They’re looking for a bright, bold design that
highlights careers and career skills. Don’t forget to incorporate #NCW2021 and the twitter handle
@careersweek. Submit your design by 31/03/2021 and you could see your t-shirt design worn across the
country for next year’s event! Good luck!
Watch National Careers Week TV – this has a number of different careers-based videos. You can watch as
many as you like linked to the career and/or industry that you are interested in - https://ncwtv.co.uk/
Attend the National Careers week FIRST EVER virtual careers fair! https://ncw2021.co.uk/ click on the link
and follow the instructions to find industries and employers that interest you.
Meet with staff from Igoo, a technical and creative ecommerce agency, based in the Baltic Creative
Campus in Liverpool. The company’s team of designers, coders, writers and digital marketers strives to
forge long-lasting relationships with local independent businesses in order to create great work, which
has a wider social impact.
https://www.allaboutstem.co.uk/2021/01/national-careers-week-teach-meet-spotlight-on-igootechnical-creative-e-commerce-agency/ 2pm-2:30pm
Click on the following link to find some resources linked to Home learning about careers
https://ncw2020.co.uk/home-learning/. These include family treasure hunts, looking at employability
skills and home school careers conversations to have at home with your family.
Use the following link to read some of the booklets and guides linked to National Careers Week. These
range from the Future of work guide to looking at how to become involved in careers in Chemistry.
https://ncw2020.co.uk/booklets-guides/
Look at The Roundhill Academy website for the Careers section. Here is a number of different resources
to enable you to look into your future career possibilities including Careerometer which gives you up to
date LMI data and more! https://www.roundhill.bepschools.org/students/ceiag-careers/
Log into Unifrog and have a snoop around the Careers Library. This has guides for every career you can
think of with qualifications, salaries, up to date LMI data, day to day tasks of the roles and the skills you
will need.

Modern Foreign Languages
After our Netflix and Amazon Prime recommendations, this week it's Youtube. Why not boost your French /
Spanish listening skills and enhance your vocabulary, all while getting to relax with something new to watch.

English
New Half Term, New Units!
Year 7 will be studying Coraline by the author Neil Gaiman. Gaiman is famous for his presentation of strong
female characters, gothic style and engaging storylines… and Coraline is no exception! Some of you may have
seen the film, which is a great adaptation and fairly close to the text, but there are differences.
Gaiman’s website has a list of his works, some short stories, interviews and in his words ‘cool stuff’. Worth
checking out! https://www.neilgaiman.com/works/Books/
Year 8 are beginning a unit on Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare. This will be a different style from our
usual approach which is very active and drama driven, but we are sure students will still enjoy the greatest
love story ever told.
Year 9 are studying the poetry of World War One. They explore different perspectives of war: soldiers on the
frontline, women, propaganda, pro war poetry, anti war poetry. In built in to this unit are creative
opportunities for students to use the skills they have developed in the descriptive and narrative writing they
have already completed in year 9.
Year 10 are also studying poetry but they will be doing poems from the Power and Conflict Anthology set by
the exam board, AQA. This collection ranges from the 19th century to the modern day and explores a range of
literary heritage. The website below has some interesting videos from some of the featured poets, as well as
information about literary movements such as Romanticism.
BBC Two - Learning Zone, Learning Zone, Ages 14-16: Literature
Year 11- at the time of writing this we are still awaiting the results of Ofqual’s consultation in to how to assess
for GCSE this year. While we wait for this information year 11 are revising Language and Literature. Teachers
have assessed students’ progress and are targeting key areas for development in lessons.
The Endless Merits of Reading
The research about the benefits of reading to our young people is almost endless. It has been proven time
and time again that reading has the biggest impact on the academic success of students.
With this in mind, the English team have been using the lockdown to hone their skills and engage in
professional development on how to use reading to develop students’ writing skills.
Year 10 Poetry
In the final week before half term, Miss Pinkus’ Year 10 group read a variety of sources to enhance their own
creative writing. They were tasked with writing poems set in Dickens’ London (mid 19 th Century).
By reading fiction and non-fiction extracts, students have now strengthened their understanding of life for
those Dickens wrote about, have extended their own word banks and been able to magpie high quality skills
utilised by credible writers.

English
Here are some of the poems written by our talented year 10 students.

London by Louis Bowley
In the streets the children play, and rats scuttle by them.
And in the sky the sun was shining, until the smog over took them.
Smoke pillars from factory's choke birds soaring, but the people below don't care.
Nature outside is dying but the people inside don't care.
All the people in the city cared for was money A deep green avaricious affair
But money couldn't buy back the wildlife, or the happiness of the child.
So the cycle begins to repeat itself
Showing a true Londoner's love.

London by Kieran Hollyoak
London has
A terrifying face
Everybody melancholy
Darkness shrouds London
Like a blanket
All the people who live there are feeble
They have not eaten
They are poor.
The rich can eat.
Everybody breathes in misanthropic specks
Of soot from the smoke.
The smoke is form the chimneys
Of the workhouses.

English
London by Ronnie Pooley
The stench of the dank streets lingers throughout
As the misty darkness covers
The streets
As if being shrouded in a funeral veil.
Clouds cry and wail
As if the thick, black fog is getting in their eyes too.
Shadows chase you throughout the streets
Dusty with grime and filth.
The cold dusk comes out from its slumber
Pestering you constantly
And crime waits
To pounce on your helpless soul.
This is London.
Here are some of the texts shared with the students
They left the busy scene, and went into an obscure part of the town, where Scrooge had never penetrated before,
although he recognised its situation, and its bad repute. The ways were foul and narrow; the shops and houses
wretched; the people half-naked, drunken, slipshod, ugly. Alleys and archways, like so many cesspools, disgorged their
offenses of smell, and dirt, and life, upon the straggling streets; and the whole quarter reeked with crime, with filth, and
misery.
“A Christmas Carol” by Charles Dickens
Above the monster city a dense fog combines with the volume of smoke and soot issuing from thousands of chimneys
to wrap London in a black cloud which allows only the dimmest light to penetrate and shrouds everything in a funeral
veil.
In London, melancholy is in the very air you breathe and enters in at every pore. There is nothing more gloomy or
disquieting than the aspect of the city on a day of fog or rain or black frost.
On days like this, London has a terrifying face: you seem to be lost in the necropolis of the world, breathing its
sepulchral air. The light is wan, the cold humid; the long rows of identical sombre houses, each with its black iron grilles
and narrow windows, resembles nothing so much as tombs stretching to infinity, whilst between them wander corpses
awaiting the hour of burial.
Journal of Flora Tristan 1851

English
As part of our study of Narrative last term, our year 9 students were asked to produce the opening of a short
story and lots of students produced some fantastic examples of writing. Developing their study of narrative at
KS3, Year 9 have been encouraged to experiment with language, structure and form and, as a result, we're
excited to see some very talented writers emerging.
Keep an eye out for them on your future book-shelves! In the meantime, please enjoy this excellent example
by Sian Solanki.
I live in a small apartment building in England with 5 stories and I live on the ground floor. There's a courtyard in
the centre of the complex, and as we get rain fall a lot, especially around this time of year, there's a sophisticated
pumping system which draws the water from the ground into a big sort of underground water-tower. It basically
makes sure the grounds don't get flooded during heavy rainfall.
However, when there's been a lot of rainfall and the pump has to work twice as hard, it begins to make a sort of
whining noise. It actually sounds exactly like whale-calls. It's pretty relaxing sometimes, hearing the rain outside
and the pump whale-calls directly beneath my bedroom.
Last night however, I wake up to a loud bang. I think nothing of it, I've experienced exploding head syndrome
before, things like gunshots or crashes you dream of, but realistic to a degree for your brain to think them real
enough to wake you up.
The whale-noises begin, but instead of a nice gradual fade in and out, it's on-going. The pump is clearly having
difficultly. This was followed by what I can only describe as loud 'pop' from below me.
Then I hear a scream. It was hellishly loud and it made me sit bolt up right in my bed. I'm pretty sure I dreamed it,
until I hear a second, longer and much louder scream. Loud enough to sound as if it's someones under my bed.
Whoever it was, they were clearly in pain.
I walked out my flat into the hallway to see if there's any commotion. I'm the only one who seems to be up, and the
red indicator light on the control panel is on telling me there's a 'fault' in the basement - the pump room. I tried the
door but it's locked.
When I rented this flat, I signed part of an agreement whereby if there's a fault in the pump room, I'm to go
downstairs and turn it off. It could be a jam, malfunction etc. If not then the motors risk overheating and that's a
much bigger problem. Along with the caretaker and the couple who live opposite me, I too have a copy of the
basement key.
I went to fetch it from my flat, came back in the hall, unlocked the basement door, flicked the light on and went
down stairs.
I'm pretty freaked out at this point. It's not a very well lit room, save one fluorescent bulb over in the other corner and the sound of that shrill scream still echoes in my memory.
I have to go right around the machine to where the control is. I'm only in my slippers and pj's so I'm feeling cold and
vulnerable.
There's a small transparent window in the water collection tub. It's used to check water levels, murkiness, etc. I
walk dead straight towards the water tub, and that's when I saw her, a pale face motionless and cold, through the
small square window. Her eyes are still open.
I bolted straight out there, called the police and called the caretaker. They wheeled her out in a black body bag.
This morning, a lot of questions were asked. How she got in there with no key, and no key was discovered inside.
No one knows who she was. The CCTV doesn't show anyone coming in or out of the hallway.
The reason I write this now, is because I've just woken up to a loud 'pop' again - followed by the same shrill scream
from last night.

English
Ms Darnbrough is running a story writing competition with KS3. Please see below for all the details:

Humanities - History

7

This week we are studying:
Year 7 – How did women challenge power in the Middle Ages? Eleanor of Aquitaine.
Year 8 – The British Empire
Year 9 – The rise of Hitler – How did Hitler gain supreme power?
Year 10 – Medicine Through Time – Preventions from 1900-present day
Year 11 – Nazi Germany – Reichstag Fire
Lots of our pupils in History are putting in an amazing level of effort, showing resilience and being as awesome as ever
in challenging times!
Our subject superstars are pupils who have really stood out to their teacher, attended every live lesson, submitted high
quality evidence of their work and contributed during remote learning.
Miss Thornton’s superstars

Mrs Pope’s superstars

Miss Nelson’s superstars

Humanities - RE
This week RE students have been studying:
Year 7: Christianity – Crucifixion and Resurrection.
Year 8: War and Peace- Islamic views on war.
Year 9: Moral and Ethics – Introduction to Human Rights.
Year 10: GCSE: Religion and Relationships
Year 11: GCSE: Crime and Punishment
A-Z of Religion and Beliefs.
Religious Studies KS3: A-Z of Religion and Beliefs - BBC Teach
For students that want to develop their RE knowledge further why not visit the BBC Teach website. They have
an animated A to Z short video guide that explores and introduces a variety of religious topics. This week you
could explore the following topics:
G is for Goddesses: An engaging, fully animated short film about Goddesses.
H is for Heaven, hell and other afterlives: This video explores what different religions have to say about life
after death.
I is for Idols and Icons: This short film looks at the role of idols across different religions.

Moral and Ethics: BBC iPlayer - The Big Questions - Series 14: Episode 4
For those students that want to stretch themselves, why not watch The Big Questions on BBC iPlayer. In this
programme, Nicky Campbell hosts a series of moral, ethical, and religious debates. Questions in last week’s
episode explored: “Is feeling British over” and “Do we have a right to happiness?”

Humanities - Geography

Geoflix
Monday 22nd – Sunday 28th February

Humanities – Geography
FAIRTRADE FORTNIGHT 2021
22ND FEB- 7TH MARCH
Our choices are powerful. Their effects can reach far beyond us. They can help us shape the world we want.
The daily decisions you make about what to eat, drink and wear affect the lives of people around the world –
and the health of our planet.
Year 7 students at The Roundhill Academy will be finding out more about Fairtrade within their lessons this
week.
This Fairtrade Fortnight, we’re focusing on the choices we all make every day.
What does the world you want to see look like?
Young people between the ages of 5 and 25 are invited to share their vision of the world they want for
farmers and workers worldwide, and the planet we share. Create your vision for the world you want, for the
planet and everything on it, to celebrate Fairtrade Fortnight 2021.
How do you get involved?
Create a piece of artwork, a poem, prose or film for a chance for your work to be exhibited in the online Youth
Exhibition at the ‘Choose the world you want’ festival between 22 February and 7 March 2021.
Email your vision masterpiece to awileman@roundhill.bepschools.org with the subject line CHOOSE THE
WORLD YOU WANT stating your name and age in the email. Submit your vision by Feb 28th 2021.
For more information and inspiration, please visit; Fairtrade Fortnight | Fairtrade Foundation

Science
Mr Lindley posted home Scientific calculators to a number of students last week in order to support them
with their Physics calculations during remote learning. These calculators were purchased using a grant from
the Ogden Trust, a charity which aims to increase the uptake of physics post-16 by supporting physics
education and engagement for all young people.

10A2
In the last few weeks, Mrs Davenport’s and Mrs Kyle’s science group in year 10 have produced some excellent
pieces of work whilst studying the energy topic in physics.
They have all been genuinely brilliant and have worked so so hard but here are a couple of examples of the
more recent work that we have received! Each and every one of them should be proud of themselves! Well
done year 10!

Poppy Riddell – great use of
highlighting for key points

Casey Smith – great use of
purple penning for corrections

Science
This week’s reading - Perseverance rover lands on Mars.
https://www.space.com/perseverance-mars-rover-landing-success
The American space agency has successfully landed its Perseverance rover in a deep crater near the planet's
equator called Jezero. It is said to be in great shape.
The six-wheeled vehicle will now spend at least the next two years drilling into the local rocks, looking for
evidence of past life on the planet.
Jezero is thought to have held a giant lake billions of years ago. And where there's been water, there's the
possibility there might also have been life. Read more about the event here and watch a video of the landing.

STEM challenge

Food and nutrition
Pancake perfection from the Roundhill super chefs this week!! Amazing job guys well done. Keep sending your
pictures in and check out roundhill-food on Instagram for recipe ideas!

We were busy this week, delivering our ‘Roundhill hug in a mug’. Just to let you know that we are still thinking
about you in these challenging times.

Art

Art

Library

Have you taken a quiz this week? Log on to Accelerated Reader and quiz on the book you have just read
https://ukhosted15.renlearn.co.uk/1963723/
Username: first initial and surname
Password: your date of birth in this format 01/01/2001

Do you need a book over half term from the library? Log on to our online library and reserve a book to be
delivered to your home!
https://u013305.microlibrarian.net
Username: your school email address
Password: roundhill

World book day book tokens
As you are not in school for World Book day this year, doesn’t mean you need to miss out on getting your
hands on your £1 book token. Click the link below to print yours off now!
https://www.worldbookday.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/booktoken_SecondaryUK.pdf

Library

MOST POPULAR BOOKS!

Design technology - Product design and manufacturing

Drama
Another massive well done to all Drama students and your ongoing effort and positivity in all online lessons. Not
long now until we see you again and be able to crack on with some practical work and acting. ☺
We also welcome back Miss Mason, who has returned following her maternity leave! ☺ Some of you will have a
different Drama teacher now because of this and both Miss Mason and Miss Coltman have been delighted to meet
new (and old) classes and been highly impressed with students engagement, positivity and commitment to learning.
We can’t wait to see you again in the flesh!
A shout out to 11Y Drama class who have been creating monologues from the perspective of inanimate objects
during the pandemic. Amongst many other objects, we have heard from ‘the mask,’ ‘the sanitiser,’ and ‘the road,’
(See below) ☺
The Road, Monologue of an inanimate object, By Grace Ford
It happened out of the blue. I didn't expect it. The quiet. Where people once walked, there were merely empty
shadows of what had been. Where cars once travelled, there was nothingness. It was like the whole had just
paused for a moment. Like it was taking a deep breath. They said that the planet was thanking us for it, that
carbon emissions had seen a decrease for the first time in years. Don't get me wrong, I was thrilled, happy that
people were finally learning that things can change. Yet with that change, even though our world thrived, others
were left in nothing but darkness. Everything seemed calm and tranquil, yet the earth could never understand the
turmoil which overwhelmed every mind.
I didn't know what to do with myself. It was too quiet; too empty. I'd been abandoned. All that remained were
my thoughts. I lay on the hard, cold ground as the spiders crawled across my mind. Their obsidian coloured legs
burning into my brain with every single step, with every single thought. They were relentless. I desperately tried to
rid my head of the cobwebs but the quiet was too deafening. Every morning all I could do was watch myself,
disconnected as I spiraled into oblivion. On my own, there was nothing to do to distract myself. Every morning the
mist would cloud over the world, blanketing it in swirling clouds which consumed all. And every morning the sun
would rise and burn through the fog, taunting us with its cheery golden light which pooled on the ground like
liquid gold. How could it feign such joy while I was left to crumble? I'd been neglected... abandoned. I had no
purpose anymore.
The quiet began and it seemed as though there would never be an end to it, until I listened. I'd been so used to
blaring noise, to bombardments of distractions, that I'd forgotten to notice things. I began to hear faint laughter
from nearby gardens. I began to hear birdsong as petite, feathered creatures soared through the emeralds of
trees. I began to hear my mind quieten. This whole time I'd been so focused on my abandonment, I was too blind
to know that this could be a time for me to learn how to be content with myself. I started to allow myself to just
listen, and the spiders vanished. Depending on others isn't bad until you forget how to depend yourself. And so, I
had to teach myself again, how to step back from everything, how to find peace in the quiet. And so that's exactly
what I did. Of course, there are some days that are just too unforgiving to find peace, yet they come and go less
often now. As the world begins to wake up once again, I now understand the value of appreciating the quiet.

